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A new volume of the International Ency-
clopedia of the Social Sciences has just been
published. 1This new volume, number 19 of
the set, is devoted to memorable quotations
drawn from the social sciences and social
thought in generrd. Volumes 1through 17 of
the Encyclopedia were published in 1%8.
Volume 18, a Biogrqohical Supplement, was
published in 1979.

David L. Sills was the sole editor of the
earlier volumes and is senior editor of this
volume. His coeditor is Robert K. Merton,
University Professor Emeritus at Columbia
University. Longtime rea&rs of Current
Contents @ will recognize that Merton is a
close friend and much admired colleague.z

David L. Sills

Having taken his doctorate at Columbia
University, Sills soon became a distin-
guished sociologist in his own right. He
served as director of research at the Colum-
bia Bureau of Applied Social Research dur-
ing the 1950s and early 1960s, overseeing
some of its notable research in fields ranging
from mass communications to health care,
education, and bureaucracies engaged in
public service.

Sills’s book, The Volunteers: Means and
Ends in a National 0qanizatio%3 helped re-
direct the massive research and patient care
programs of the National Foundation for In-
fantile Paralysis, better known as the “March
of Dimes.” Later, he served as executive as-
sociate at the Social Science Research Coun-
cil in New York Chy for some 15years, retir-
ing with emeritus status in 1989.

Mefion has described Sills’s many contri-
butions to the social sciences and social
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policy as “vtuied;’ “comprehensive; and
“conw3quentird.”4

Sills’s recent work has focused on domest-
ic nuclear energy, particularly as it relates
to questions of risks and impacts stemming
from the 1979 Three Mile Island accident.
He also has been a fellow at the Center for
Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences, as-
sociate dimtor and then director of the W-
mographic Division of the Population
Council, and a visiting wholar at the Rus-
sell Sage Foundation.

We have included below a sizable excerpt
from the introduction to the Encyclopedia
volume of quotations written by Sills and
Mmton. Bob, of course, has been a major
force in modem .smiology. Acclaiming him
ss both scientist and humanist, the trustees at
Columbia University this year created the
Robert K. Merton Professorship in the Social
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Sciences in honor of his 50-year cateer at the
usriversity.5His name thus joins those of Li-
onel Trilling, Jacques Barzun, and Wm. ‘fhe-
odore de Bary, who have been similarly
honored.

Robert K. Merton

Now 80, Merton has been showered with
awards during his lifetime. The holder of
more than 20 honorary degrees both here and
abroad, two dozen additional honors include
the Bemal Award ( 1982), a MacArthur Prize
Fellowship (1983- 1988), and membetxhip in
the National Academy of Sciences and the
Royaf Swedkh Academy of Sciences.

Merton has significantly influenced my
life and work, particularly in the develop-
ment of the Science Citation Index@ and
especially, the Social Sciences Citation
Index’. He has served as an editonaf ad-
viser to 1S1@since 1%8. My pmsonaf ac-
quaintance with him, however, goes back to
1962. Indeed, my affection for him is re-
flected in my youngest son’s name-Alex-
ander Merton Gtileld, now six years of age.

A native Phifadelphi~ Metton began his
academic career at Temple University. He
earned his PhD at Harvard, then taught
there while begiming the research that did
much to found the sociology of science.
He also taught briefly at Tulane, moving

on to Columbia in 1941, where he has re-
mained.

The Matthew Effect

Readers familiar with my 1979 book Cita-
tion Indexing: Its Theory and Application in
Science, Technology and Hunranities,6 may
recall that Metton wrote the foreword. In iti
he touched on the notion of “the Matthew ef-
fec~” or the tendency of success in science to
breed more success. The new Encyclopedia
volume contains this quotation from
Merton’s work

[The] complex pattern of the misalloca-
tion of credit for scientific work must
quite evidently be described as ‘the Mat-
thew effect,’ for, as will be remembemd,
the Gospel Accordingto St. Matthew puts
it this way

For unto eveq one tti bath shall be
given, and he shall have abunalmce:but
from him that bath not shall be taken
away even that whichhe hatk

Put in less stately language, the Mat-
thew effect consists of the accruing of
greater increments of recognition for par-
ticular scientific contributionsto scientists
of considerable repute and the withhold-
ing of such recognition from scientists
whohawrrotyet rmdetheiumarkl (p. 160)

Litt!e Science, Big Science

In 1986, Merton and I collaborated on
the foreword to a new edition of Derek
price’s Little Science, Big Science,s frrst
pubfished in 1%3. This new edition, enti-
tled Little Science, Big Science... and Be-
yond,9 includes severaf additional papers by
Price. Derek John de Solla Prim is often
called the father of scientometrics, the
quantitative analysis of science and scien-
tific development. The book did much to
elucidate the calculus of science.

One of Prim’s quotations from the Ency-
clopedia:

[Some groups of scientists constitute]
invisible colleges in the same sense as did
those tirst unofficial pioneers who later
ban&d togeUterto form the Royat Society
in 1660.... They give each man status in
the form of approbation horn his pm,
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they confer prestige, arr~ above atl, they
effectively solve a eommrmication crisis
by reducing a large gmtrp to a small select
one.—Little Science, Big Science (1%3)
J986: 76.—Price adopted and extended
Robert Boyle’s seventeenth-centuryterm
‘invisible college’ to designate an infor-
mal collective of closely interacting
scientists.] (p. 192)

There are too many books by Merton to list
here. In theoretical sociology, one of his
most influential works is Sociid Theory and
Social Structtm, which has had three edi-
tions and some 30 printings. In it, he ob-
serves, “if true art consists in concealing all
signs of art, tme science consists in revealing
its scaffolding as well as ita finished struc-
ture.”lo His classic study, Science, Techrtol-
ogy and Society in Seventeenth Century En-
gkzmi 11is still the standard for research on
the rise of modem science.

h9erton’s Concepts and NeologianJs

Among a host of concepts and terms stem-
ming from Merton are the self-fulfilling
prophecy, manifest and latent functions,
Specified ignorance, potentials of relevance,
opportunity structure, disciplined eclecti-
cism, accumulation of advantage, oblitera-
tion by incorporation, strategic research site,
patterned misunderstandings, self-exempli-
fying ideas and practices, the fallacy of the
last word, organized skepticism and oral
publication. 12

One of his best known works, of course, is
On the Shoulders of Giants: A Shandean
Postscript, 13 fondly referred to as OTSOG.
The reader will recall that Isaac Newton once
modestly wrote to Robert Hooke that “if I
have seen further, it is by standing on the
shoulders of giants.” In thk parody, Merton,
masquerading as Tristram Shandy, tracks
down the origins and development of
Newton’s famous aphorism, an adventure
that exposes the reader aiong the way to the

history of science, philosophy, literature,
music, religion, economics, sociology, and
psychology.

The Encyclopedia is not the ordy recent
publishing event for Merton. A second rd-
tion of The Focused Intewiew: A Manual of
Problems and Pmcedures~4 came out last
year. This is a book by Merton, Marjorie
Fiske, and Patricia L. Kendall that was fmt
pubJished in 1956 and which has long been
out of print. However, it continued to circu-
late among students in progressively blurrier
photocopies and has been described as “a
classic in the field” of mass media and public
opinion. It introduced the concept of “focus
group” to survey and market researchers.

Social Sciences Quotations

The quotations in the social sciences Ency-
clopedia are listed alphabetically by author.
They are followed by a bibliography and a
108-page index amanged alphabetically by
subject. Each subentry in the index is fol-
lowed by the author’s name and the num-
ber of the indexed quotation. An example:
“self-fulfilling prophecy: a frdse definition
of situation evoking behavior that makes
originally false conception come true.
Merton: 2.”1 (p. 415)

Financial support for the volume is ac-
knowledged from the Eugene Garfield, Jo-
seph H. Hazen, Artdrew W. Mellon, Russell
Sage, Robert Schalkenbach, and Alfred 1?
Sloan foundations.

By reprinting a large portion of the intro-
duction to this volume, we hope that readers
can get a sense of its unusual and pithy per-
spective on quotations in the social sciences.
It would have been fun to determine the most
influential, indeed most cited of these quota-
tions, but that’s a subject for some future
bibliometricirm.
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Excerpt from the Introduction to the International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences. Volume 19. Social Science Quotations

David L. SW and Robert K Merton, Editors

The volume has been prepared to meet an
evident need not met in the precsding vol-
umes of the Encyclopedia or in the general
reference literature on the social sciences.
Although the Encyclopedia contains some
800 scholarly biograptdes (and appended
bibliographies) of social scientists, many do
not quote their writings at all whiIe the rest
quote only scattered passages from them. Yet
we know from the frequent use of quotations
in scientific as well as literary writings that
summaries and paraphrases typically fail to
capture the full force of formulations that
have made them memorable. After all, that
is why we quote rather than paraphrase. ‘Ilsat
is why most of us would hesitate to try im-
proving upon William James’s imagery of
habit as “the enormous fly-wheel of swiety,
its most conservative agent” or upon John
Maynard Keynes’s observation that “practi-

cal men, who believe themselves quite ex-
empt from any intellectual influences, are
usually the slaves of some defunct econo-
mist.” Clearly, it is not alone their substance
but also the words in which they are ex-
pressed that lead passages such as these to
endure through repeated quotation.

There are, of course, many books of quota-
tions but none, like this one, focused on the
social sciences, broadly conceived. This
wide-ranging scope has meant that the vol-
ume could not possibly include quotations
from all the scholars of authority and conse-
quence in both the long historical past of so-
cial thought and in the vastly expanded pres-
ent of the social sciences. It was not even
possible to include quotations from all 800
or so scholars whose biographies appear in
the Encyclopedia, let alone from many of the
vastly enlarged numbers of contemporary
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social scientists of the first rank. This limita-
tion held particularly for those styles of sci-
entific work whose undoubted importance
rests in research forrnrdations not readily re-
formulated in quotable prose.

From the starL also, it was evident that a
volume of quotations could in no sense serve
as a comprehensive collection of the basic
ideas and formulations of the various social
sciences. This is emphatically not a one-vol-
ume summary of the Encycbpedia or of the
enormous body of new knowledge aquked
in the nearly quarter-century since the Ency-
clopedia was firstpublished. Nor, of course,
do the quotations serve to summarize the
writings of the authors included in the vol-
ume. This is typically and conspicuously the
case where limitations of space and quotabil-
ity of contributions have led to very few
quotations thm even major contributors to
their field, but it holds also for those emi-
nently quotable figures who, much quoted
from generation to generation, are cited in
m.lativedetail. The roster of such figures in-
cludes Malinowski, Sapir, and I.Avi-Strauss
in anthropology; Adam Smith, Jevons,
Keynes, and Schumpeter in economics; Ibn
Khaldiln, Gibbo~ and Macaulay in history;
Hobbes, Locke, Machiavelli, and Rousseau
in political though~ Freud, James, Jung, and
G.H. Mead in psychology; Tocqueville,
Durkheiu Simmel, and Max Weber in soci-
ology; and Holmes, Pollock and Maitlan~
and Cardozo in the law. To these are added
such monumental social thinkers as Ben-
tham, John Stuart Mill, Marx, and Pareto,
who are enduringly quoted in a variety of
disciplines. The notion that one, two, or, for
that matter, ten pages of quotations could
convey the essentials of their thought is, of
course, absurd, but the considerable arrays
of quotations do serve to make some of their
most memorable formulations easily acces-
sible within their immediate contexts.

To provide such ready access to both quo-
tations and their contexts, we have departed
from practices prevailing in general books of
quotations in two principal respects. FmL to
provide some immediate contexts, we have
often reproduced fairly extensive passages in
which the notable succinct quotations are
embedded. And second, we have provided
exact scholarly references to the source of

every quotation, always indicating the date
of the fu3t appearance of a quoted passage
and, when in point, the later more accessible
or corrected source from which the quotation
was actually drawn. A short reference giving
the precise page or paragraph of its source is
appended to each quotation; the complete
reference is provided in the cumulative Bib-
liography. Of obvious use to readers coming
upon quotations new to them, exact refer-
ences may also prove useful for swiftly lo-
cating the more familiar quotations. By lead-
ing readers back to the sources, such detailed
references can help them place even ex-
tended quotations in their larger contexts. In
this way, a book of quotations can extend an
open invitation to the tiuther reading or re-
reading of the original texts, beyond the quo-
tations themselves.

As will baome eviden~ the volume draws
chiefly upon writings that constitute the his-
torical core of the social sciences and social
thoughL those works with staying power
often described as the “classical texts”; most
of their authors wrote well; most of them
wrote voluminously; and their ideas have
had a formative impact upon subsequent
thinking in their field. A large number of
quotations are drawn horn these classical
texts, not because the editors are Marxists or
Weberians or Jamesians or Freudians or
Keynesians or whatever, but because they
contain memorable ideas memorably ex-
pressed. Both consequential and memorable,
these authors have been quoted over the gen-
erations, entering into the collective memory
of social scientists and at times diffusing into
popular thought and into the vernacular as
well,

In selecting quotations, we have gone
some distance beyond the goal of supple-
menting the biographical articles in the En-
cyclopedia. There are a good many quota-
tions from classicaJ authors-Gibbon and
Voltaire, for example-who, during the be-
havioral-science heyday of the 1960s, were
identified as “literary” historians and thus
were not included as biographical subjects.
We have happily reversed these earlier edito-
rial decisions. We have drawn upon a much
wider range of authors and quotations, gen-
erally with the object of highlighting some
social science ide% theme, or general find-
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ing. Moreover, since this is a volume for
ready reference, we have also included some
quotations from the social sciences and so-
cial thought that, though now widely ques-
tioned in substance, retain an enduring fame
or notoriety.

fn the effoft to enlarge the scope of the vol-
ume, we have included quotations on society
and the social sciences drawn from the writ-
ings of poets, novelists, dramatists, philoso-
phers, political figures, and revolutionaries
afong with physicists, biologists, and mathe-
maticians. To take a few examples, there are
selections from Walt Whitman and W.H.
Auden; Jane Austen and Dostoyevski;
Shakespeare and G.B. Shaw; Hegel,
Schopenhauer, and Whtgenstein; and from
the public speeches of Lincoln, Churchill,
and Martin Luther King, Jr. These departures
from the sociaf sciences, narrowly define~
occupy only a small fraction of the volume
bu~ we befieve, serve an impmtant reference
function. Since this is not a book of generaI
quotations, we have allowed ourselves only
a few quotations of this kind and, perhaps
more than any other aspect of this volume,
their selection reflects the tastes and prefer-
ences of the editors.

Some of the quotations in the volume have
had such extensive influence for so long that
they have become part of the culture with the
identity of their original authors no longer
given and, in due course, becoming un-
known to many making use of these anon-
ymized quotations. This pattern in the trans-
mission of culture has been described as
“Obliteration (of source) by Incorporation
(into common discourse~r OBI for
short.” Famifiar instances are Francis
Bacon’s dictum “knowledge is powef’
(1597), Joseph Glanvill’s “climates of opin-
ion” (1661), and John Adams’s “government
of laws and not of men” (1774). In much the
same fashion, many concepts-and-phras-
ings—such as charism% stereotyp, oppor-
tunity costs, significant others, and double-
bind-have entered the vernacular with little
awareness of their sources in the sociaf
sciences.

A con-dative pattern is misattribution.
OCWS Razor (“what can be accounted
for by fewer assumptions is explained in
vain by mom”) is generally attributed to Wd-
iiam of Ockham, but them is no compelling
evidence that it was originaf with him. “Bad
money drives out gcwd money” is generally
and mistakenly attributed to Thomas
Gresham, and “the best government is that
which governs least” has been variously at-
tributed to Jefferson, Paine, Thoreau, and the
nineteenth-century editor John Louis
O’Sullivan. These and other cases of
misattribution are identified in bibliographi-
cal annotations to the quotations in point.

Along with the most notable quotations
with great staying power, other quotations
were selected in terms of the following
guidelines:

1. Substantive statements that express
basic contributions which have begun to be
much quoted.

2. Statements marking an important event
or turning point in the history of sociaf
thought and the social sciences, such
as the emergence of new fields or new
methodologies.

3. Ideas, words, or phrases originating in
the sociaf sciences that have difTosed into
popular or vernacular use.

4. Quotations that illumimte the fkmtiers
and interplay between the social sciences
and the humanities or the physical and bio-
logical sciences.

5. Notable observations on social science
generally or on one of its constituent
disciplines.

Assembled over a period of several years,
with the aid of many advisers, the quotations
are drawn from a wide variety of sources:
primarily books and journals, but afso news-
papers and magazines, collections of corre-
spondence, diaries, epigraphs for books, and
on occasion, previously unpublished writ-
ings. In at least three cases (Thomas Jeffer-
son, Karl Marx, Johann Heinrich von
Thunen), the quotations are engraved on
their authors’ tombstones.

(From Editm’ Sntmductum m In!wnafional Enc@opedia @the Social Sciences. Volume 19. Quotmims. L?arid L. Sills, Edilw Robat
K. Memm, Advkry Editor. Copyright 01991 MacmWn Publishing Company, a Oivision of Macmiflan. Snc. Exwrpwd with
permission of tk publiskr.)
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